
 

 

 
 

 

Terms and conditions for participation at Nordic Workshop Italy 2020 

Italy, 18 – 19 November 2020 

1. Place: The event will take place on a digital platform. 

2. Dates: 18 - 19 November 2020. 

3. Participants:  

Buyers should be tour operators selling, promoting or interested in Nordic products, 

that have decision-making authority and English knowledge. 

Suppliers should be companies selling or promoting Nordic products, that have decision-making 

authority and English knowledge. 

 

4. Manuals:  

All buyers and suppliers are asked to complete a Manual Form, briefly describing their company’s 

business operations and the products they will be looking for at the workshop. The Manual is a 

digital handbook and is an important tool for the participants when they shall select relevant 

partners for appointments. 

VisitDenmark, Visit Finland, Visit Norway and Promote Iceland claim the right to use information 

supplied for the Manual for the planning of other activities hosted by Visit Denmark, Visit Finland, 

Visit Norway and Promote Iceland.  

VisitDenmark, Visit Finland, Visit Norway and Promote Iceland also claim the right to make minor 

adjustments in the text to make it fit the format of the manual as well as general text editing. 

 

5. Digital system: 

• Each participating TO/buyer and Nordic supplier will get the opportunity to have in depth talk 

with each other via pre-booked appointments.  

Depending on the number of final participating Nordic suppliers and TOs the format may vary.  

• VisitDenmark, Visit Finland, Visit Norway and Promote Iceland stand for all digital platforms and 

will make sure all TOs and suppliers know how to use the digital tools for executing this event.  

TOs/buyers and suppliers need to be equipped with a computer, audio & camera, and a functioning 

internet connection. 

 

7. Force majeure: Circumstances outside the control of VisitDenmark, Visit Finland, Visit Norway and 

Promote Iceland, such as strikes, official and unofficial disruptions of work/labour disputes, fires, 

wars, natural catastrophes, deficient sub-supplies etc. entitles VisitDenmark, Visit Finland, Visit 

Norway and Promote Iceland to terminate the agreement without any obligation of compensation. 


